Epson’s security solutions

Business imaging
security solutions

Protect what matters
most to your business
It’s easy to overlook important security measures with networked
devices. Multifunction printers (MFPs), scanners and any other
connected or networked device can be open to security weaknesses.
A study by Quocirca found that most enterprises are concerned
about access to their IT network via an unsecured printer and
their lack of an audit trail when using MFPs, scanners and copiers.
Discover how our solutions can help your business stay secure
and compliant with EU data regulations.
With the arrival of the new General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) comes a new set
of rules for businesses. The law forces companies to become more regimented in their
approach to data security, as lax use, storage of data, or misuse of unnecessary customer
data will be severely punished; with penalties reaching up to 20 million Euros or 4% of a
company’s global turnover, whichever is greater. Epson’s secure features can help you to
comply with the regulations.

Epson’s security approach
Strengthening the network capabilities of your devices is key to our security
approach. To ensure the security of Epson devices throughout their lifecycle,
every Epson WorkForce Pro printer is built on three core principles:
1 Product security is the basis for quality
2 Information and knowledge about security is actively shared, so you’re always up to date
3 Vulnerabilities are constantly reviewed to maximise device protection
Security features designed around you
Protected data and secure networks come as standard with Epson’s
MFPs and scanners, using features that can help with your General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) and Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR).
Our full security solution can give you the assurance that your business
meets the latest security requirements.

PIN code printing and scanning1

Secure communication

Protecting addresses

Restrict access to confidential
printed information by using the
secure PIN Code function on
WorkForce Pro printers.

Filter IP addresses, services, reception
and transmission port numbers that
have access to Epson devices with
the IP Filtering function. You can also
encrypt all network communication
using the IPSec function.

Prevent the disclosure of address
information and unauthorised
manipulation with a secure
password when editing your
printer’s address book.

Document processing
and data management

On device

PDF protection

Administrators can remotely lock
screens to prevent unauthorised profile
amendments. Each user’s profile can
be made available, wherever they are
in the business.

Add password protection functionality
to scanned PDF files to protect against
unauthorised viewers and prevent
document editing and printing.

Manage multiple tasks centrally, such
as scan job profiles and user access
rights. Administrators can control
access to jobs with User ID, LDAP
Active Directory and PIN codes.

For more information on available solutions please visit
www.epson.eu/bi-security-solutions

Why make the switch to
business inkjet printing?
Epson’s environmental efforts have grown out of a genuine respect for our
environment. That’s why when it comes to choosing technology, we understand
that businesses put reliability and environmental impact at the top of their lists.
When you make the switch from laser printing to inkjet, you are not only choosing
lower energy consumption, lower waste and reduced cost of ownership; you are
also choosing a faster, high quality and high performance printer with multiple
bottom-line benefits for your business.

up
to

92%
less CO2
than lasers3

96% 94% 3.5x
less energy
than lasers2

less waste
than lasers2

faster
than lasers2

Don’t get left behind - make the switch to business inkjet today.
www.epson.eu/maketheswitch
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Not available on all devices.
As tested by BLI, over two months to Feb 2017, against a selection of competing machines, as commissioned by Epson. For more information visit www.epson.ae/en/inkjetsaving
To understand these savings and how they can benefit your business please visit www.epson.eu/maketheswitch
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